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 SAMPLE DICTATION ____________________________________________________________________ 
(Labeled: ___, ___; ___)  Received ___ is a [oriented/unoriented] portion of fibrofatty breast tissue that 
measures _ cm (anterior-posterior) x _ cm (medial-lateral) x _ cm [superior-inferior]. The specimen is 
oriented as follows: _ [given specimen orientation]  
 
Major pathologic finding(s): A _ x _ x _ cm [ill-defined/well circumscribed, solid/cystic, firm tan mass] is 
present in slices _ to _. The mass lies _ cm to the anterior margin, _ cm to the posterior margin, _ cm to 
the medial margin, _ cm to the lateral margin, _ cm to the superior margin, and _ cm to the inferior 
margin. The tip of the needle localization wire terminates [within slices _ to _,  _ cm from or within the 
mass]. A single biopsy clip is identified [adjacent to/within the mass, and is in slice _.. 
 
Other findings: The background breast tissue comprises approximately 40% fibrous tissue 
 
Specimen Handling: Ink key: Blue = superior, Green = inferior, Black = posterior overlay. Specimen 
sectioned from _ to _ into _ slices. (RS / TE, ___ caps)  

 
Always dictate time for mastectomy specimens as follows: 

Collection Time: _ 
Time in Formalin: _ 
Time out of Formalin: _ 
 

 SUGGESTED SAMPLING ________________________________________________________________ 
● Smaller partial mastectomy specimens (20 grams or smaller) can be entirely submitted 
● Larger specimens without grossly evident tumors should be sampled only after pathologist 

consultation 
● In larger partial mastectomy specimens ( 20 grams) with a discrete tumor, the entire tumor and sections 

demonstrating the closest approximation of all six margins to the tumor should be submitted 
● Always section margins perpendicular to the margin plane; never shave margins  
● For any partial mastectomy specimen in which the slices are too large to submit in a single cap (the 

vast majority of cases), a photographic section map is required. This is critical to determine the 
relationship of adjacent slices when determining tumor size, extent of DCIS, etc. 

● Below is an example block key based on a partial mastectomy with a discrete tumor (see diagram 
below under “additional considerations”) 

○ A1: Slice 1, medial margin, serially sectioned 
○ A2: Slice 4, superior aspect 
○ A3: Slice 4, anterior aspect (A3 and A4 are contiguous) 
○ A4: Slice 4, posterior aspect 
○ A5: Slice 4, inferior aspect 
○ A6: Slice 5, superior aspect (A6 and A7 are contiguous) 
○ A7: Slice 5, inferior aspect 
○ A8: Slice 7, lateral margin, serially sectioned 

 
 STAGING CRITERIA (AJCC 8TH EDITION) _________________________________________________ 

● pT staging of breast carcinoma is based upon: 
○ Tumor size: (2 and 5 cm are the major cutoffs) 
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○ Invasion of skin or chest wall structures 
○ Tumor ulceration 
○ Satellite nodules in ipsilateral breast 
○ “Peau-d'orange” appearance of skin overlying tumor 
○ Inflammatory carcinoma (tumor present in dermal lymphatics) 

 
 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS  _________________________________________________________ 

● When approaching partial mastectomy specimens, establishing and maintaining specimen orientation 
throughout the grossing process is critical, as distance to and identify of margins are key data points in 
managing patients with breast cancer. Follow the below principles when handling these specimens 

○ If specimen orientation does not make sense (i.e. suture designations are not possible given 
breast laterality), stop and call surgeon to clarify orientation prior to proceeding. Notify 
pathologist when this occurs. 

○ Ink and section tumors carefully, maintaining orientation and order of each subsequent slice 
(see diagram below). If the specimen is unusually shaped (i.e. longer in the anterior/posterior or 
superior/inferior, not the usual “vertical disc” shape, modification of the standard ink pattern to 
ensure that three colors are present on every slice is necessary; ask PA or pathologist for 
further information 

○ Dictate the precise location and relationship of each section as indicated above in suggested 
sampling.  

● When the specimen orientation is not maintained or the cap key lacks sufficient information, 
determination of both tumor size (on slides) and relationship to margins is either exceptionally difficult 
or impossible. Please do not allow this to happen.  

● Breast tissue is very fatty; thin and smaller sections will increase histology quality and decrease risk of 
need for reprocessing; use paddle forceps to trim tissue into appropriate (~ 2 mm) thickness. 

● After sectioning, individually wrap and label “leftover” slices and place back in specimen container; if 
additional sampling is needed, sampling can be directed to specific slices if this step is followed. 


